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Workshop themes:
 How do scenarios fit into an assessment?
 Identifying focal questions and visions.
 Developing scenarios and using them in sub-global
assessments
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Ecosystem
Assessments
A social process through
which the findings of
science concerning the
causes of ecosystem
change, their consequences
for human well-being, and
management and policy
options are brought to bear
on the needs of decisionmakers

Current
states and
past trends

Possible
futures

There needs to
be a read-across
between the two
elements

Strategies
for today
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Scenarios are not
predictions!
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Case Study - Key question from the UK NEA:
How can plausible future scenarios help us to understand, manage
and communicate the consequences of changes in ecosystem
services across all scales?

Process
scenarios must be capable of
facilitating deliberative
processes between
stakeholders

Product
scenarios must be capable of
supporting the development
of analytical products that
challenge thinking
7

Booth et al. (2014): Lessons learned from carrying out ecosystem
assessments: Experiences from members of the Sub-Global
Assessment Network:


“Assessments are complex and multi-disciplinary, but it is
essential that they are scientific, methodical and based on
timely and correct information. This requires specific
expertise across numerous lines of research.



Involving the right people and setting clear priorities and
boundaries from the outset can help to prevent limitations in
technical capacity, but with such a broad approach,
knowledge gaps are inevitable.



This can be particularly problematic for more specialised
analytical components, such as valuation and scenarios,
where the availability of appropriately trained experts is
limited…”
8

Chapter 5, Henrichs, et al. (2010) Scenario Development and
Analysis for Forward-looking Ecosystem Assessments
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Understanding and knowledge generation
Developing common goals, visioning
Communication, shared understanding
Policy making, policy evaluation
Planning and management
Some uses of scenarios and their implications for design (after OpenNESS, 2014) See Table 1
11
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Understanding and knowledge generation
Developing common goals, visioning
• Exploratory….
Communication, shared
understanding
• Logical
consequences of
assumptions…
Forward
looking…..
Policy making,•policy
evaluation
• What can happen?
Planning and management
Some uses of scenarios and their implications for design (after OpenNESS, 2014) See Table 1
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 Not predictions –but plausible futures
 Both quantitative models and qualitative
analysis used in scenario development
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The model for the ‘MA’



Can capture both process
and product dimensions



Can be qualitative and
quantitative (modelbased)
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 Not predictions –but plausible
futures
 Used qualitative/deductive approach
but valuation based on quantitative
estimates of land cover change
Spatially
explicit
scenarios
Mapping changes in
marginal value for a
range of ES under
each scenario
compared to the
present
16

Understanding and knowledge generation
Developing common goals, visioning
Communication,
shared understanding
• Normative….
• Designed to crystallise visions
and policy
understand
values
Policy making,
evaluation
• Backcasting…..
• How can some desired or agreed
Planning and management
outcome be delivered?
Some uses of scenarios and their implications for design (after OpenNESS, 2014) See Table 1
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Landscapes
of desire
Landscapes
of fear

Landscapes
of fate

Vision

How can we get
there?
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Fate?
Desire?

Not always easy
to separate
exploratory and
normative
scenarios…

Fear?
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• Exploratory or normative
• Quantitative
or qualitative
but plausible
Understanding
and knowledge
generation
• Scenario products are the starting point for
discussion…
• Whatcommon
the key issues
or trends
needs to be
Developing
goals,
visioning
considered?

Communication, shared understanding
Policy making, policy evaluation
Planning and management
Some uses of scenarios and their implications for design (after OpenNESS, 2014) See Table 1
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 In the follow-up phase we used the
scenarios as a framework for
discussion amongst diverse
stakeholder groups

Exploring the process
dimension
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Understanding and knowledge generation

• Comparative
• Quantitative or qualitative but plausible
Developing
common
goals, visioning
• Common
base-line?
• What-if?

Communication, shared understanding
Policy making, policy evaluation
Planning and management
Some uses of scenarios and their implications for design (after OpenNESS, 2014) See Table 1
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Policy
on

Policy
off

state

Complex dynamics and difficult questions

• Can be model based
• Assumes ‘all other things are equal’
(only one thing changes)
• Clear understanding or acceptance
about what a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ outcome
is…[change in marginal values]
• Closer in concept to a projection/
prediction….

• Consequence..
Management
• Consequence..
option 1

‘on’
‘off’
0

time

• Consequence..
Management
• Consequence..
option 2
23

Policy scenarios….

Eftec (2010) Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management: Economic Valuation of Environmental Effects
24

Understanding and knowledge generation

• Comparative
• Quantitative or qualitative but plausible
Developing
common
goals, visioning
• Common
base-line?
• What-if?

Communication, shared understanding
Policy making, policy evaluation
Planning and management
Some uses of scenarios and their implications for design (after OpenNESS, 2014) See Table 1
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Understanding and knowledge generation
Developing common goals, visioning
Communication, shared understanding
Policy making, policy evaluation
Planning and management
Some uses of scenarios and their implications for design (after OpenNESS, 2014) See Table 1
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Exercise 1: How can scenarios help my assessment?
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They help establish
relevance and saliency of
scenarios work…
In context of exploratory
scenarios they help us to
identify the direct and
indirect drivers of change
and associated
uncertainties

29

Exploratory …
Appendix 1: Steps in Scenario Development and Relevance to Policymaking (after
Ranganathan, 2008; see also Hendrichs et al. 2010)
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Contrasts shaped
by focal questions

 The indirect drivers are underlying (root) causes that are formed by
a complex of social, political, economic, demographic,
technological, and cultural variables. They operate more diffusely,
by altering one or more direct drivers. (~PESTLE Framework?)
 A direct driver unequivocally influences ecosystem processes,
while an indirect driver (e.g. habitat and climate change, alien
species, pollution loads…)

Indirect
DPSIR

Driver

Direct
Pressure

State/Impact/Consequence

Confusing?
32

 The indirect drivers are underlying (root) causes that are formed by
a complex of social, political, economic, demographic,
technological, and cultural variables. They operate more diffusely,
by altering one or more direct drivers. (~PESTLE Framework?)
 A direct driver unequivocally influences ecosystem processes,
while an indirect driver (e.g. habitat and climate change, alien
species, pollution loads…)

Indirect

Direct

State/Impact/Consequence

Deductive logic…. Hence exploratory… consequences of
different assumptions about indirect and direct drivers
33

Indirect

•
•
•
•
•
•

Political
Economic
Social
Technological
Legal
Environmental

Direct

State/Impact/Consequence

Range of
possibilities… these
are the uncertainties
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The two axis model ~ axes defined by key uncertainties
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Model based projections
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projections

Drivers (Both indirect and direct)
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projections

Drivers (Both direct and indirect)
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Green and pleasant land
Direct Drivers

Indirect Drivers

Demographic

Socio-political

Economic

Science and
technological

Cultural and
religious

Land-use cover and land-use change
Agricultura
l
Afforestation
Urbanisation
expansion,
&
Landscape
urban
Travel
conversion
deforestatio structure intrusion and infrastructure
or
n
soil sealing
abandonm
ent

Land
ownership

Technology adaptation

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration. The
average family size is larger than today.

A centralised national government takes over
power from the devolved unions. Markets have
very little regulation; there are few
environmental policies. The welfare state is
reduced considerably.

Strong economic growth with global fee
trade. Growth continues seemingly
without any downturn.

Rapid development of technology through A strong sense of stewardship and
National food security
greater government investment.
responsibility towards nature. The
pressures promotes
intrinsic value of biodiversity is heavily
rapid agricultural
supported. The Judeo-Christian old-world expansion at the cost
view is disappearing.
and marginal and
conservation areas

Woodland threatened by
agricultural expansion.

The UK landscapes
Strict development control Subsidy for public transport is
become more
leads to ‘preserved in aspic’ increased radically resulting in
homogenised. Many
UK
abandoned rail lines re-instigated
regional defining
and cheaper fares.
characteristics are lost
through industrial
farming and GM crop
species tolerant of a
wide range of soils and
climate.

Private landowner rights
increase - many public
footpaths are removed from
private land.

Widespread adoption of UK signs up to EU and
bio-energy on
global biodiversity
agricultural land-land
legislation
including most some
high-grade land.

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration.

Local government gains considerable powers
from Westminster and almost creates a miniUnited States of GB & NI. Taxation is also
regionally raised and spent (VAT, income,
motoring and ‘NI’ which becomes ‘Regional
Insurance’).

Strong initial economic growth (+4.5%
change in GDP) but characterised by
occasional global market crises and
periods of stagnation.

The private sector undercuts technology
advancement and it flourishes but
benefits a smaller proportion of society.

Increasing trend of
restoration of PAWS and
derelict ASNW

Current
Localised development
Increase in multi-occupancy car
habitats/landscapes are targets result in rise in urban lanes and subsidised rail travel.
protected but not
landscapes around major
Short-hop air travel is heavily
diversified.
existing conurbations.
taxed.

Further environmental
legislation on land
management ensuring land
owners cannot not manage
their own land without
recourse to the state

Widespread adoption of Repeal of the Wildlife & Adoption of US-style
bio-energy on poor
Countryside Act 1981
large-scale factory
agricultural & marginal and other conservation farms with a
land
Acts; EU biodiversity
concomitant reduction
legislation thrown out. in environmental and
welfare standards.

Population grows but only by 0.1%/year; A globally-minded government promulgates coimmigration is very tightly controlled and operation and adopts many global laws and
only rich & skilled workers may enter the conventions. Decision-making is strongly
UK. Small families are encouraged.
influenced by EU and other countries ideas.
There is an expanding elderly cohort.
Global issues are dealt with in a global manner.
Public services are a priority.

The population declines by 0.5%/year as
immigration is tightly controlled and
women are put off from having children
until their late 30s and early 40s.

Rise in agrienvironment scheme
uptake provides
wildlife-friendly
landscapes across the
UK

Fairly static economy (growth fluctuates Science and technology advancement
Society values landscapes and much of
15% of agricultural land Localised afforestation,
around the +0.5%/yr of GDP) but
slows in some areas (e.g., biotech) but in the beauty nature provides - particularly converted to woody bio- mainly using fast-growing
reasonably healthy - most needs are
others increases (social network
those which embody national identity. In energy use for use in
exotic species
catered for although excess supplies of
enhancements; green tech.)
‘uglier’ areas though nature is given less local power stations.
goods are hard to come by.
respect.

The government interferes with the free market Modest growth (1%) but sustained and
to protect UK interests and institutes trade
steady without any major perturbations.
barriers and other protectionist measures.

Government continues to move between bouts of
EU-friendly policies and stronger nationalist
identity. A slow removal of public services
through privatisation ensues.

A strong utilitarian view dominates but
also a greater understanding that nature
supplies finite goods and services.

Strong tech industry guided by improving Utilitarian without greater understanding Wide-scale agricultural Widespread national
sustainable resource use.
of nature’s benefit to mankind. A return land abandonment
afforestation policy. Urban
to the traditional Christian stewardship
particularly in upland
and rural land used.
values.
areas. Land becomes
scrub under succession.

Slow development but greater focus on
self-sufficiency in food and construction
goods.

Incentives for farmers Reduction in rural planning
to reduce specialisation control results in many
results in 10% rise in
towns and cities expanding
mixed farm types
to meet housing demands.
across UK. The UK
starts to resemble pre1940s.

Conversion of old
warehouses for housing.

Status quo - car use remains
Inheritance tax increases
constant. Rail is still expensive and resulting in large parcels of
unreliable. Short-hop air travel
land being sold off.
continues to grow.

Conservation and food
production more
important than bioenergy.

Expansion and increased
Nationalisation of important
Upland areas convert
maintenance of road network. Air land tracts including National grasslands to woody
travel also increases and Heathrow Parks and areas of crucial
biomass production.
other airports expand.
ecosystem services (erosion or
flood prone).

Decline in national transport
infrastructure. Rail and road
networks neglected and
underfunded. Intra-UK air travel
almost disappears.

External
inputs

Harvest & resource consumption

Climate change (annual changes)

Changing
Agricultura
Mechanisat
crop,
Woodland l yields
Mineral
Pollution
Conservati
Transport Energy
Water
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
ion,
forestry
felling /
and
Fisheries
Peat
extraction,
emissions
Bio-energy
on
technologi production
extraction
Temperatu Temperatu Precipitati Precipitati Sea-level
industrial
and
timber
livestock harvests harvesting including
and
legislation
es
technology
and use
re
re
on
on
farming
livestock
harvesting stocking
coal
deposition
species
rates
Greater uptake of
precision farming
techniques reduce offsite pollution whilst
maintaining yields.

Relaxation of
Return to ‘traditional’
biodiversity legislation; farm management.
most acts amended in Mixed farms are
favour of large industry encouraged as is local
an land-owners.
nutrient cycle practice
(i.e., manure from
nearby rather than
fertiliser from
Immingham).

Development of
conservation ‘hotspots’
in the UK. Introduction
of the Conservation of
Biodiversity Climate
Change Act in 2030
ensures huge funding for
NE and other bodies.

The Ecosystem Services
for Society Act (2020)
has many provisions for
conservation of
biodiversity.

Adoption of GM crops
HIgh speed electroDependence on fossil
throughout the UK. In the magnetic rail system
fuels and an ageing
south drought-tolerant
connects the major
nuclear industry
wheat dominates whilst in transport hubs in the UK continues. Little
northern areas pestand the continent.
investment is given
resistant cultivars are
towards renewable
common due to the
energy sources.
wetter winters. LIkewise
for timber species.

Climate change forces
No new technologies the adoption of southern we are still heavily
European tree, crop &
dependent on fossil
livestock species/breeds. fuels.

Emphasis on local food
production as well as old
varieties many of which
are low yielding but
remarkably CC-proof.

GM is rejected and
technological
advancements are slowed
so current cultivars and
breeds are used for many
decades. Yields drop in
drought and wetter
winter years.

Global pulp prices fall
resulting in abandoned
felling

Agricultural production Sustainable fish
declines and arable land management reduces
is abandoned or
annual catch in the
converted to semiNorth Sea. Only
natural grassland or
specialist producers
woodland. Much of this survive.
helps to protect existing
reserves or connect
them.

A massive government Local markets arise for Agricultural area
investment in nuclear
woodfuel
declines slightly but
power as well as
productivity increases
innovative bioenergy
through better
and hydrogen schemes
agronomy and
is undertaken. Society is
sustainable land
slowly weened off fossil
management. Some
fuels.
areas are devoted to
flood protection and
grade 3 land is
afforested.

Fossil fuels are the
Large-scale renewable Traditional woodland
major energy source in energy generation sits management for
most transport systems alongside what is left of conservation
but greater
North Sea gas and
advancement in engine nuclear power (e.g.,
design has increased
hydro-scheme
efficiency.
dominating the Severn
estuary).

Current quotas remain
and the industry
struggles as most fish
stocks continue to
decline

Complete ban across
Planning controls
the UK. What little peat tighten. Many mines
is left is fiercely
and mineral extraction
protected
sites are closed.

Planning controls
tighten but some large
companies still harvest
small amounts of peat.

Free for all: intense
Polluters of any kind are
competition for water heavily fined but proacross sectors. In many active legislation
parts of the UK water
ensures it is a rare
dries up costing industry occurrence.
millions in lost
production.

Localised extraction in Water prioritised for
n;
non-priority areas is
food prod industry
allowed. Postsuffers but agriculture
extraction
manages to maintain
redevelopment is
production even in
encouraged although
drought years.
this can be any land use.

A greater use of farmed
fish stocks in near-shore
areas is developed
which eventually (after
teething problems)
provide most of the
nations fish needs

Old mineral and coal
Investment in
mines are re-opened in infrastructure (leaks,
an effort to restorage) sees massive
invigorate local
pipelines from west to
economies and be self- east constructed.
sufficient.

Adaptation

Mitigation

Naturalise
Crop and
Extinctions d exotic
livestock
species

Species
Bio-security introductions
or removals

Adaptation is given short shrift. Periodic No mitigation effort is seen
The UK continues to
Our garden flora (5000+ Some GM crop species Bio-security measures across National state-funded control
floods and droughts affect those worse anywhere on the UK. The great
lose a handful of native spp) is the source of
hybridise with native
most borders are relaxed as with penalties for landoff.
Climate Change scandal of 2010
species every decade
many new pest species species - a few become they are deemed contrary to owners allowing problems
destroyed the publics and eventually although new colonisers as the climate triggers invasive and herbicide free-trade practice. New
species to get out of control
the governments confidence in
from the continent
their innate invasive
tolerant and become a invasive species occur and
AGW. Climate change continues but increase our overall
behavioural tendencies. huge economic pest.
devastate some habitats.
this is seen as natural.
biodiversity.
The UK becomes a
Many freshwater species
‘invasive species hell’
suffer.

+0.5℃

+1.0℃

+2%

-40%

+18 cm

Severe one in ten

Severe one in ten

480

+1.0℃

+2.0℃

+10%

-20%

+21 cm

Severe two in ten

Severe two in ten

520

+2.0℃

+3.0℃

+20%

-10%

+ 24 cm

Severe three in ten

Severe three in ten

560

+3.5℃

+4.5℃

+30%

+7%

+27 cm

Severe five in ten

Severe five in ten

600

Legislation exists to
control most polluters
but it’s use is very
regional and varies
immensely. Some areas
still have problems with
air and river quality.

Agricultural area for
Quotas abandoned, all Planning controls loosen Planning controls
Localised water
Most industries are
food production declines seas around the UK
- the UK loses all it’s
loosen; some valuable conservation
encouraged to follow
(but productivity
become a commons and economically viable
wildlife sites are lost to programme which
‘good practice’
increases) and is
fish stocks crash.
peat areas.
extraction.
varies immensely across measures to reduce
replaced with a greater
the UK.
their impact. Take-up is
% of perennial biomass
mixed.
energy crops. Most
woods are dedicated to
timber or fuel prodn.

Fossil fuels are heavily New plantations for pulp Arable/veg area
taxed and billions are
increases and replaces
invested in small-scale
grassland in peri-urban
local renewable energy
areas and traditional
sources. Energy
livestock areas; food
efficiency is heavily
production
promoted (you are fined
if you don’t achieve
certain standards).

Biotic factors

Drought
Flood
CO₂ (ppm)
incidence incidence

Pollution is seen as
unfortunate but
necessary cost to
ensuring economic
growth stays healthy

Adaptation is implemented in priority
Government officially encourages
Conservation efforts in A careful screening
areas (London, high-value coastland)
mitigation but doesn’t heavily
the face of many
programme of all our
and follows technological solutions
support it through legislation; the
drivers are largely
introduced species
rather than EbA. Critical national assets private sector still makes money out successful and
highlights potential
also protected.
of carbon schemes but otherwise
extinctions are
problem species and
there isn’t much going on.
comparatively rare.
removes them before
they become a
problem.

Extensive GM crop trials A global bio-security
Status quo - the major pest
ensure no risk to native agreement toughens border spp continue to spread
species.
control and also implements a (rhody, Grey squirrel, Him
invasive spp control system to Balsm, etc) but in some areas
eradicate major pests.
are controlled.

Adaptation is a priority and is
Mitigation is targeted as the main
Some previously
implemented through government
priority to secure future
common species are
funded schemes across sectors. Use of sustainability for the next
now threatened
ecosystems to help adapt is encouraged. generation. All stakeholders
including most birds of
(individuals to industry) are forced to prey (they threaten
make implement a carbon account. game) and species
found on rarer habitats
like heath.

No new GM crops or
breeds allowed.

Further spread of current and
future invasive species - no
effective control is
maintained.

New invasive species arrive
and spread with impunity.

Arable area increases in
previously hilly
grassland areas. Some
sem-natural habitats in
England and Wales also
lost to arable.

Each storyline is a plausible and consistent
combination of indirect and direct drivers…..
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Nature@work
Direct Drivers

Indirect Drivers

Demographic

Socio-political

Economic

Science and
technological

Cultural and
religious

Land-use cover and land-use change
Agricultural
Urbanisation
expansion, Afforestatio
urban
conversion
n&
Landscape
Travel
intrusion
or
deforestatio structure
infrastructure
and soil
abandonmen
n
sealing
t

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year A centralised national government takes over
through ageing and immigration. The
power from the devolved unions. Markets have
average family size is larger than today. very little regulation; there are few
environmental policies. The welfare state is
reduced considerably.

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration.

Local government gains considerable powers
from Westminster and almost creates a miniUnited States of GB & NI. Taxation is also
regionally raised and spent (VAT, income,
motoring and ‘NI’ which becomes ‘Regional
Insurance’).

Strong economic growth with global fee Rapid development of technology
A strong sense of stewardship and
trade. Growth continues seemingly
through greater government investment. responsibility towards nature. The
without any downturn.
intrinsic value of biodiversity is heavily
supported. The Judeo-Christian oldworld view is disappearing.

Strong initial economic growth (+4.5%
change in GDP) but characterised by
occasional global market crises and
periods of stagnation.

National food security
pressures promotes rapid
agricultural expansion at
the cost and marginal and
conservation areas

Woodland threatened by
agricultural expansion.

The private sector undercuts technology A strong utilitarian view dominates but Rise in agri-environment
Increasing trend of
advancement and it flourishes but
also a greater understanding that nature scheme uptake provides
restoration of PAWS and
benefits a smaller proportion of society. supplies finite goods and services.
wildlife-friendly landscapes derelict ASNW
across the UK

Population grows but only by 0.1%/year; A globally-minded government promulgates co- Fairly static economy (growth fluctuates Science and technology advancement
Society values landscapes and much of
15% of agricultural land
immigration is very tightly controlled
operation and adopts many global laws and
around the +0.5%/yr of GDP) but
slows in some areas (e.g., biotech) but in the beauty nature provides - particularly converted to woody bioand only rich & skilled workers may
conventions. Decision-making is strongly
reasonably healthy - most needs are
others increases (social network
those which embody national identity. In energy use for use in local
enter the UK. Small families are
influenced by EU and other countries ideas.
catered for although excess supplies of
enhancements; green tech.)
‘uglier’ areas though nature is given less power stations.
encouraged. There is an expanding
Global issues are dealt with in a global manner. goods are hard to come by.
respect.
elderly cohort.
Public services are a priority.

Localised afforestation,
mainly using fast-growing
exotic species

The population declines by 0.5%/year as The government interferes with the free market Modest growth (1%) but sustained and
Strong tech industry guided by improving Utilitarian without greater understanding Wide-scale agricultural
Widespread national
immigration is tightly controlled and
to protect UK interests and institutes trade
steady without any major perturbations. sustainable resource use.
of nature’s benefit to mankind. A return land abandonment
afforestation policy. Urban
women are put off from having children barriers and other protectionist measures.
to the traditional Christian stewardship particularly in upland
and rural land used.
until their late 30s and early 40s.
values.
areas. Land becomes scrub
under succession.

Government continues to move between bouts
of EU-friendly policies and stronger nationalist
identity. A slow removal of public services
through privatisation ensues.

Slow development but greater focus on
self-sufficiency in food and construction
goods.

Land
ownership

The UK landscapes
Strict development control Subsidy for public transport is
become more
leads to ‘preserved in aspic’ increased radically resulting in
homogenised. Many
UK
abandoned rail lines re-instigated
regional defining
and cheaper fares.
characteristics are lost
through industrial
farming and GM crop
species tolerant of a
wide range of soils and
climate.

Private landowner rights
increase - many public
footpaths are removed from
private land.

Current
Localised development
Increase in multi-occupancy car
habitats/landscapes are targets result in rise in urban lanes and subsidised rail travel.
protected but not
landscapes around major
Short-hop air travel is heavily
diversified.
existing conurbations.
taxed.

Further environmental
legislation on land
management ensuring land
owners cannot not manage
their own land without
recourse to the state

Incentives for farmers Reduction in rural planning
to reduce specialisation control results in many
results in 10% rise in
towns and cities expanding
mixed farm types
to meet housing demands.
across UK. The UK
starts to resemble pre1940s.

Conversion of old
warehouses for housing.

Status quo - car use remains
constant. Rail is still expensive
and unreliable. Short-hop air
travel continues to grow.

Inheritance tax increases
resulting in large parcels of
land being sold off.

Technology adaptation

Widespread adoption of UK signs up to EU and
bio-energy on
global biodiversity
agricultural land-land
legislation
including most some
high-grade land.

Greater uptake of
Adoption of GM crops throughout the
precision farming
UK. In the south drought-tolerant
techniques reduce off- wheat dominates whilst in northern
site pollution whilst
areas pest-resistant cultivars are
maintaining yields.
common due to the wetter winters.
LIkewise for timber species.

HIgh speed electroDependence on fossil
magnetic rail system
fuels and an ageing
connects the major
nuclear industry
transport hubs in the UK continues. Little
and the continent.
investment is given
towards renewable
energy sources.

Widespread adoption of Repeal of the Wildlife & Adoption of US-style
Climate change forces the adoption of No new technologies bio-energy on poor
Countryside Act 1981
large-scale factory
southern European tree, crop &
we are still heavily
agricultural & marginal and other conservation farms with a
livestock species/breeds.
dependent on fossil
land
Acts; EU biodiversity
concomitant reduction
fuels.
legislation thrown out. in environmental and
welfare standards.

Conservation and food
production more
important than bioenergy.

Expansion and increased
Nationalisation of important
Upland areas convert
maintenance of road network. Air land tracts including National grasslands to woody
travel also increases and
Parks and areas of crucial
biomass production.
Heathrow other airports expand. ecosystem services (erosion or
flood prone).

Decline in national transport
infrastructure. Rail and road
networks neglected and
underfunded. Intra-UK air travel
almost disappears.

Harvest & resource consumption

External
inputs

Climate change (annual changes)

Biotic factors

Agricultur
Mechanisat
Woodland al yields
Mineral
Pollution
Conservati
Changing crop, Transport Energy
Water
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
ion,
felling /
and
Fisheries
Peat
extraction
emissions
Drought
Flood
Bio-energy
on
forestry and
technologi production
extraction
Temperatu Temperatu Precipitati Precipitati Sea-level
CO₂ (ppm)
industrial
timber
livestock harvests harvesting , including
and
incidence incidence
legislation
livestock species
es
technology
and use
re
re
on
on
farming
harvesting stocking
coal
deposition
rates

A massive government
investment in nuclear
power as well as
innovative bioenergy
and hydrogen schemes
is undertaken. Society
is slowly weened off
fossil fuels.

Global pulp prices fall
resulting in abandoned
felling

Local markets arise for Agricultural area
woodfuel
declines slightly but
productivity increases
through better
agronomy and
sustainable land
management. Some
areas are devoted to
flood protection and
grade 3 land is
afforested.

Relaxation of
Return to ‘traditional’ Emphasis on local food production as
Fossil fuels are the
Large-scale renewable Traditional woodland
biodiversity legislation; farm management.
well as old varieties many of which are major energy source in energy generation sits management for
most acts amended in Mixed farms are
low yielding but remarkably CC-proof. most transport systems alongside what is left of conservation
favour of large industry encouraged as is local
but greater
North Sea gas and
an land-owners.
nutrient cycle practice
advancement in engine nuclear power (e.g.,
(i.e., manure from
design has increased
hydro-scheme
nearby rather than
efficiency.
dominating the Severn
fertiliser from
estuary).
Immingham).

Development of
conservation ‘hotspots’
in the UK. Introduction
of the Conservation of
Biodiversity Climate
Change Act in 2030
ensures huge funding
for NE and other bodies.

The Ecosystem Services
for Society Act (2020)
has many provisions for
conservation of
biodiversity.

GM is rejected and technological
advancements are slowed so current
cultivars and breeds are used for many
decades. Yields drop in drought and
wetter winter years.

Agricultural production Sustainable fish
declines and arable land management reduces
is abandoned or
annual catch in the
converted to semiNorth Sea. Only
natural grassland or
specialist producers
woodland. Much of this survive.
helps to protect existing
reserves or connect
them.

Fossil fuels are heavily New plantations for
taxed and billions are
pulp
invested in small-scale
local renewable energy
sources. Energy
efficiency is heavily
promoted (you are
fined if you don’t
achieve certain
standards).

Current quotas remain
and the industry
struggles as most fish
stocks continue to
decline

Agricultural area for
Quotas abandoned, all
food production
seas around the UK
declines (but
become a commons
productivity increases) and fish stocks crash.
and is replaced with a
greater % of perennial
biomass energy crops.
Most woods are
dedicated to timber or
fuel prodn.

Arable/veg area
increases and replaces
grassland in peri-urban
areas and traditional
livestock areas; food
production

A greater use of farmed
fish stocks in near-shore
areas is developed
which eventually (after
teething problems)
provide most of the
nations fish needs

Complete ban across
Planning controls
Free for all: intense
Polluters of any kind are
the UK. What little peat tighten. Many mines
competition for water heavily fined but prois left is fiercely
and mineral extraction across sectors. In many active legislation
protected
sites are closed.
parts of the UK water ensures it is a rare
dries up costing industry occurrence.
millions in lost
production.

Planning controls
Localised extraction in Water prioritised for
n;
tighten but some large non-priority areas is
food prod industry
companies still harvest allowed. Postsuffers but agriculture
small amounts of peat. extraction
manages to maintain
redevelopment is
production even in
encouraged although
drought years.
this can be any land
use.

Legislation exists to
control most polluters
but it’s use is very
regional and varies
immensely. Some areas
still have problems with
air and river quality.

Planning controls loosen Planning controls
Localised water
- the UK loses all it’s
loosen; some valuable conservation
economically viable
wildlife sites are lost to programme which
peat areas.
extraction.
varies immensely
across the UK.

Most industries are
encouraged to follow
‘good practice’
measures to reduce
their impact. Take-up
is mixed.

Old mineral and coal
Investment in
mines are re-opened in infrastructure (leaks,
an effort to restorage) sees massive
invigorate local
pipelines from west to
economies and be self- east constructed.
sufficient.

Adaptation

Adaptation is given short shrift.
Periodic floods and droughts affect
those worse off.

+0.5℃

+1.0℃

+2%

-40%

+18 cm

Severe one in ten

Severe one in ten

480

+1.0℃

+2.0℃

+10%

-20%

+21 cm

Severe two in ten

Severe two in ten

520

+2.0℃

+3.0℃

+20%

-10%

+ 24 cm

Severe three in ten

Severe three in ten

560

+3.5℃

+4.5℃

+30%

+7%

+27 cm

Severe five in ten

Severe five in ten

600

Pollution is seen as
unfortunate but
necessary cost to
ensuring economic
growth stays healthy

Mitigation

Naturalise
Species
Crop and
Extinctions d exotic
Bio-security introductions
livestock
species
or removals

No mitigation effort is seen
The UK continues to
Our garden flora (5000+ Some GM crop species Bio-security measures across National state-funded control
anywhere on the UK. The great
lose a handful of native spp) is the source of
hybridise with native
most borders are relaxed as with penalties for landClimate Change scandal of 2010
species every decade
many new pest species species - a few become they are deemed contrary to owners allowing problems
destroyed the publics and eventually although new colonisers as the climate triggers invasive and herbicide free-trade practice. New
species to get out of control
the governments confidence in
from the continent
their innate invasive
tolerant and become a invasive species occur and
AGW. Climate change continues but increase our overall
behavioural tendencies. huge economic pest.
devastate some habitats.
this is seen as natural.
biodiversity.
The UK becomes a
Many freshwater species
‘invasive species hell’
suffer.

Adaptation is implemented in priority
Government officially encourages
Conservation efforts in A careful screening
areas (London, high-value coastland)
mitigation but doesn’t heavily
the face of many
programme of all our
and follows technological solutions
support it through legislation; the
drivers are largely
introduced species
rather than EbA. Critical national assets private sector still makes money out successful and
highlights potential
also protected.
of carbon schemes but otherwise
extinctions are
problem species and
there isn’t much going on.
comparatively rare.
removes them before
they become a
problem.

Extensive GM crop trials A global bio-security
Status quo - the major pest
ensure no risk to native agreement toughens border spp continue to spread
species.
control and also implements (rhody, Grey squirrel, Him
a invasive spp control system Balsm, etc) but in some
to eradicate major pests.
areas are controlled.

Adaptation is a priority and is
implemented through government
funded schemes across sectors. Use of
ecosystems to help adapt is
encouraged.

No new GM crop or
breeds allowed.

Mitigation is targeted as the main
priority to secure future
sustainability for the next
generation. All stakeholders
(individuals to industry) are forced
to make implement a carbon
account.

Some previously
common species are
now threatened
including most birds of
prey (they threaten
game) and species
found on rarer habitats
like heath.

Further spread of current and
future invasive species - no
effective control is
maintained.

New invasive species arrive
and spread with impunity.

Arable area increases in
previously hilly
grassland areas. Some
sem-natural habitats in
England and Wales also
lost to arable.

Each storyline is a plausible and consistent
combination of indirect and direct drivers…..
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World markets
Direct Drivers

Indirect Drivers

Demographic

Socio-political

Economic

Science and
technological

Cultural and
religious

Land-use cover and land-use change
Agricultura
l
Afforestation
Urbanisation
expansion,
&
Landscape
urban
Travel
conversion
deforestatio structure intrusion and infrastructure
or
n
soil sealing
abandonm
ent

Land
ownership

Technology adaptation

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration. The
average family size is larger than today.

A centralised national government takes over
power from the devolved unions. Markets have
very little regulation; there are few
environmental policies. The welfare state is
reduced considerably.

Strong economic growth with global fee
trade. Growth continues seemingly
without any downturn.

Rapid development of technology through A strong sense of stewardship and
National food security
greater government investment.
responsibility towards nature. The
pressures promotes
intrinsic value of biodiversity is heavily
rapid agricultural
supported. The Judeo-Christian old-world expansion at the cost
view is disappearing.
and marginal and
conservation areas

Woodland threatened by
agricultural expansion.

The UK landscapes
Strict development control Subsidy for public transport is
become more
leads to ‘preserved in aspic’ increased radically resulting in
homogenised. Many
UK
abandoned rail lines re-instigated
regional defining
and cheaper fares.
characteristics are lost
through industrial
farming and GM crop
species tolerant of a
wide range of soils and
climate.

Private landowner rights
increase - many public
footpaths are removed from
private land.

Widespread adoption of UK signs up to EU and
bio-energy on
global biodiversity
agricultural land-land
legislation
including most some
high-grade land.

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration.

Local government gains considerable powers
from Westminster and almost creates a miniUnited States of GB & NI. Taxation is also
regionally raised and spent (VAT, income,
motoring and ‘NI’ which becomes ‘Regional
Insurance’).

Strong initial economic growth (+4.5%
change in GDP) but characterised by
occasional global market crises and
periods of stagnation.

The private sector undercuts technology
advancement and it flourishes but
benefits a smaller proportion of society.

Increasing trend of
restoration of PAWS and
derelict ASNW

Current
Localised development
Increase in multi-occupancy car
habitats/landscapes are targets result in rise in urban lanes and subsidised rail travel.
protected but not
landscapes around major
Short-hop air travel is heavily
diversified.
existing conurbations.
taxed.

Further environmental
legislation on land
management ensuring land
owners cannot not manage
their own land without
recourse to the state

Widespread adoption of Repeal of the Wildlife & Adoption of US-style
bio-energy on poor
Countryside Act 1981
large-scale factory
agricultural & marginal and other conservation farms with a
land
Acts; EU biodiversity
concomitant reduction
legislation thrown out. in environmental and
welfare standards.

Population grows but only by 0.1%/year; A globally-minded government promulgates coimmigration is very tightly controlled and operation and adopts many global laws and
only rich & skilled workers may enter the conventions. Decision-making is strongly
UK. Small families are encouraged.
influenced by EU and other countries ideas.
There is an expanding elderly cohort.
Global issues are dealt with in a global manner.
Public services are a priority.

The population declines by 0.5%/year as
immigration is tightly controlled and
women are put off from having children
until their late 30s and early 40s.

Rise in agrienvironment scheme
uptake provides
wildlife-friendly
landscapes across the
UK

Fairly static economy (growth fluctuates Science and technology advancement
Society values landscapes and much of
15% of agricultural land Localised afforestation,
around the +0.5%/yr of GDP) but
slows in some areas (e.g., biotech) but in the beauty nature provides - particularly converted to woody bio- mainly using fast-growing
reasonably healthy - most needs are
others increases (social network
those which embody national identity. In energy use for use in
exotic species
catered for although excess supplies of
enhancements; green tech.)
‘uglier’ areas though nature is given less local power stations.
goods are hard to come by.
respect.

The government interferes with the free market Modest growth (1%) but sustained and
to protect UK interests and institutes trade
steady without any major perturbations.
barriers and other protectionist measures.

Government continues to move between bouts of
EU-friendly policies and stronger nationalist
identity. A slow removal of public services
through privatisation ensues.

A strong utilitarian view dominates but
also a greater understanding that nature
supplies finite goods and services.

Strong tech industry guided by improving Utilitarian without greater understanding Wide-scale agricultural Widespread national
sustainable resource use.
of nature’s benefit to mankind. A return land abandonment
afforestation policy. Urban
to the traditional Christian stewardship
particularly in upland
and rural land used.
values.
areas. Land becomes
scrub under succession.

Slow development but greater focus on
self-sufficiency in food and construction
goods.

Incentives for farmers Reduction in rural planning
to reduce specialisation control results in many
results in 10% rise in
towns and cities expanding
mixed farm types
to meet housing demands.
across UK. The UK
starts to resemble pre1940s.

Conversion of old
warehouses for housing.

Status quo - car use remains
Inheritance tax increases
constant. Rail is still expensive and resulting in large parcels of
unreliable. Short-hop air travel
land being sold off.
continues to grow.

Conservation and food
production more
important than bioenergy.

Expansion and increased
Nationalisation of important
Upland areas convert
maintenance of road network. Air land tracts including National grasslands to woody
travel also increases and Heathrow Parks and areas of crucial
biomass production.
other airports expand.
ecosystem services (erosion or
flood prone).

Decline in national transport
infrastructure. Rail and road
networks neglected and
underfunded. Intra-UK air travel
almost disappears.

External
inputs

Harvest & resource consumption

Climate change (annual changes)

Changing
Agricultura
Mechanisat
crop,
Woodland l yields
Mineral
Pollution
Conservati
Transport Energy
Water
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
ion,
forestry
felling /
and
Fisheries
Peat
extraction,
emissions
Bio-energy
on
technologi production
extraction
Temperatu Temperatu Precipitati Precipitati Sea-level
industrial
and
timber
livestock harvests harvesting including
and
legislation
es
technology
and use
re
re
on
on
farming
livestock
harvesting stocking
coal
deposition
species
rates
Greater uptake of
precision farming
techniques reduce offsite pollution whilst
maintaining yields.

Relaxation of
Return to ‘traditional’
biodiversity legislation; farm management.
most acts amended in Mixed farms are
favour of large industry encouraged as is local
an land-owners.
nutrient cycle practice
(i.e., manure from
nearby rather than
fertiliser from
Immingham).

Development of
conservation ‘hotspots’
in the UK. Introduction
of the Conservation of
Biodiversity Climate
Change Act in 2030
ensures huge funding for
NE and other bodies.

The Ecosystem Services
for Society Act (2020)
has many provisions for
conservation of
biodiversity.

Adoption of GM crops
HIgh speed electroDependence on fossil
throughout the UK. In the magnetic rail system
fuels and an ageing
south drought-tolerant
connects the major
nuclear industry
wheat dominates whilst in transport hubs in the UK continues. Little
northern areas pestand the continent.
investment is given
resistant cultivars are
towards renewable
common due to the
energy sources.
wetter winters. LIkewise
for timber species.

Climate change forces
No new technologies the adoption of southern we are still heavily
European tree, crop &
dependent on fossil
livestock species/breeds. fuels.

Emphasis on local food
production as well as old
varieties many of which
are low yielding but
remarkably CC-proof.

GM is rejected and
technological
advancements are slowed
so current cultivars and
breeds are used for many
decades. Yields drop in
drought and wetter
winter years.

Global pulp prices fall
resulting in abandoned
felling

Agricultural production Sustainable fish
declines and arable land management reduces
is abandoned or
annual catch in the
converted to semiNorth Sea. Only
natural grassland or
specialist producers
woodland. Much of this survive.
helps to protect existing
reserves or connect
them.

A massive government Local markets arise for Agricultural area
investment in nuclear
woodfuel
declines slightly but
power as well as
productivity increases
innovative bioenergy
through better
and hydrogen schemes
agronomy and
is undertaken. Society is
sustainable land
slowly weened off fossil
management. Some
fuels.
areas are devoted to
flood protection and
grade 3 land is
afforested.

Fossil fuels are the
Large-scale renewable Traditional woodland
major energy source in energy generation sits management for
most transport systems alongside what is left of conservation
but greater
North Sea gas and
advancement in engine nuclear power (e.g.,
design has increased
hydro-scheme
efficiency.
dominating the Severn
estuary).

Current quotas remain
and the industry
struggles as most fish
stocks continue to
decline

Complete ban across
Planning controls
the UK. What little peat tighten. Many mines
is left is fiercely
and mineral extraction
protected
sites are closed.

Planning controls
tighten but some large
companies still harvest
small amounts of peat.

Free for all: intense
Polluters of any kind are
competition for water heavily fined but proacross sectors. In many active legislation
parts of the UK water
ensures it is a rare
dries up costing industry occurrence.
millions in lost
production.

Localised extraction in Water prioritised for
n;
non-priority areas is
food prod industry
allowed. Postsuffers but agriculture
extraction
manages to maintain
redevelopment is
production even in
encouraged although
drought years.
this can be any land use.

A greater use of farmed
fish stocks in near-shore
areas is developed
which eventually (after
teething problems)
provide most of the
nations fish needs

Old mineral and coal
Investment in
mines are re-opened in infrastructure (leaks,
an effort to restorage) sees massive
invigorate local
pipelines from west to
economies and be self- east constructed.
sufficient.

Adaptation

Mitigation

Naturalise
Crop and
Extinctions d exotic
livestock
species

Species
Bio-security introductions
or removals

Adaptation is given short shrift. Periodic No mitigation effort is seen
The UK continues to
Our garden flora (5000+ Some GM crop species Bio-security measures across National state-funded control
floods and droughts affect those worse anywhere on the UK. The great
lose a handful of native spp) is the source of
hybridise with native
most borders are relaxed as with penalties for landoff.
Climate Change scandal of 2010
species every decade
many new pest species species - a few become they are deemed contrary to owners allowing problems
destroyed the publics and eventually although new colonisers as the climate triggers invasive and herbicide free-trade practice. New
species to get out of control
the governments confidence in
from the continent
their innate invasive
tolerant and become a invasive species occur and
AGW. Climate change continues but increase our overall
behavioural tendencies. huge economic pest.
devastate some habitats.
this is seen as natural.
biodiversity.
The UK becomes a
Many freshwater species
‘invasive species hell’
suffer.

+0.5℃

+1.0℃

+2%

-40%

+18 cm

Severe one in ten

Severe one in ten

480

+1.0℃

+2.0℃

+10%

-20%

+21 cm

Severe two in ten

Severe two in ten

520

+2.0℃

+3.0℃

+20%

-10%

+ 24 cm

Severe three in ten

Severe three in ten

560

+3.5℃

+4.5℃

+30%

+7%

+27 cm

Severe five in ten

Severe five in ten

600

Legislation exists to
control most polluters
but it’s use is very
regional and varies
immensely. Some areas
still have problems with
air and river quality.

Agricultural area for
Quotas abandoned, all Planning controls loosen Planning controls
Localised water
Most industries are
food production declines seas around the UK
- the UK loses all it’s
loosen; some valuable conservation
encouraged to follow
(but productivity
become a commons and economically viable
wildlife sites are lost to programme which
‘good practice’
increases) and is
fish stocks crash.
peat areas.
extraction.
varies immensely across measures to reduce
replaced with a greater
the UK.
their impact. Take-up is
% of perennial biomass
mixed.
energy crops. Most
woods are dedicated to
timber or fuel prodn.

Fossil fuels are heavily New plantations for pulp Arable/veg area
taxed and billions are
increases and replaces
invested in small-scale
grassland in peri-urban
local renewable energy
areas and traditional
sources. Energy
livestock areas; food
efficiency is heavily
production
promoted (you are fined
if you don’t achieve
certain standards).

Biotic factors

Drought
Flood
CO₂ (ppm)
incidence incidence

Pollution is seen as
unfortunate but
necessary cost to
ensuring economic
growth stays healthy

Adaptation is implemented in priority
Government officially encourages
Conservation efforts in A careful screening
areas (London, high-value coastland)
mitigation but doesn’t heavily
the face of many
programme of all our
and follows technological solutions
support it through legislation; the
drivers are largely
introduced species
rather than EbA. Critical national assets private sector still makes money out successful and
highlights potential
also protected.
of carbon schemes but otherwise
extinctions are
problem species and
there isn’t much going on.
comparatively rare.
removes them before
they become a
problem.

Extensive GM crop trials A global bio-security
Status quo - the major pest
ensure no risk to native agreement toughens border spp continue to spread
species.
control and also implements a (rhody, Grey squirrel, Him
invasive spp control system to Balsm, etc) but in some areas
eradicate major pests.
are controlled.

Adaptation is a priority and is
Mitigation is targeted as the main
Some previously
implemented through government
priority to secure future
common species are
funded schemes across sectors. Use of sustainability for the next
now threatened
ecosystems to help adapt is encouraged. generation. All stakeholders
including most birds of
(individuals to industry) are forced to prey (they threaten
make implement a carbon account. game) and species
found on rarer habitats
like heath.

No new GM crop or
breeds allowed.

Further spread of current and
future invasive species - no
effective control is
maintained.

New invasive species arrive
and spread with impunity.

Arable area increases in
previously hilly
grassland areas. Some
sem-natural habitats in
England and Wales also
lost to arable.

Each storyline is a plausible and consistent
combination of indirect and direct drivers…..
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National security
Direct Drivers

Indirect Drivers

Demographic

Socio-political

Economic

Science and
technological

Cultural and
religious

Land-use cover and land-use change
Agricultural
expansion, Afforestation
Urbanisation
conversion
&
Landscape
urban
Travel
or
deforestatio structure intrusion and infrastructure
abandonme
n
soil sealing
nt

Land
ownership

Technology adaptation

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration. The
average family size is larger than today.

A centralised national government takes over
power from the devolved unions. Markets have
very little regulation; there are few
environmental policies. The welfare state is
reduced considerably.

Strong economic growth with global fee
trade. Growth continues seemingly
without any downturn.

Rapid development of technology through A strong sense of stewardship and
National food security
Woodland threatened by
greater government investment.
responsibility towards nature. The
pressures promotes rapid agricultural expansion.
intrinsic value of biodiversity is heavily
agricultural expansion at
supported. The Judeo-Christian old-world the cost and marginal and
view is disappearing.
conservation areas

The UK landscapes
Strict development control Subsidy for public transport is
become more
leads to ‘preserved in aspic’ increased radically resulting in
homogenised. Many
UK
abandoned rail lines re-instigated
regional defining
and cheaper fares.
characteristics are lost
through industrial
farming and GM crop
species tolerant of a
wide range of soils and
climate.

Private landowner rights
increase - many public
footpaths are removed from
private land.

Widespread adoption of UK signs up to EU and
bio-energy on
global biodiversity
agricultural land-land
legislation
including most some
high-grade land.

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration.

Local government gains considerable powers
from Westminster and almost creates a miniUnited States of GB & NI. Taxation is also
regionally raised and spent (VAT, income,
motoring and ‘NI’ which becomes ‘Regional
Insurance’).

Strong initial economic growth (+4.5%
change in GDP) but characterised by
occasional global market crises and
periods of stagnation.

The private sector undercuts technology
advancement and it flourishes but
benefits a smaller proportion of society.

Current
Localised development
Increase in multi-occupancy car
habitats/landscapes are targets result in rise in urban lanes and subsidised rail travel.
protected but not
landscapes around major
Short-hop air travel is heavily
diversified.
existing conurbations.
taxed.

Further environmental
legislation on land
management ensuring land
owners cannot not manage
their own land without
recourse to the state

Widespread adoption of Repeal of the Wildlife & Adoption of US-style
bio-energy on poor
Countryside Act 1981
large-scale factory
agricultural & marginal and other conservation farms with a
land
Acts; EU biodiversity
concomitant reduction
legislation thrown out. in environmental and
welfare standards.

Population grows but only by 0.1%/year; A globally-minded government promulgates coimmigration is very tightly controlled and operation and adopts many global laws and
only rich & skilled workers may enter the conventions. Decision-making is strongly
UK. Small families are encouraged.
influenced by EU and other countries ideas.
There is an expanding elderly cohort.
Global issues are dealt with in a global manner.
Public services are a priority.

The population declines by 0.5%/year as
immigration is tightly controlled and
women are put off from having children
until their late 30s and early 40s.

Rise in agri-environment Increasing trend of
scheme uptake provides restoration of PAWS and
wildlife-friendly
derelict ASNW
landscapes across the UK

Fairly static economy (growth fluctuates Science and technology advancement
Society values landscapes and much of
15% of agricultural land Localised afforestation,
around the +0.5%/yr of GDP) but
slows in some areas (e.g., biotech) but in the beauty nature provides - particularly converted to woody bio- mainly using fast-growing
reasonably healthy - most needs are
others increases (social network
those which embody national identity. In energy use for use in local exotic species
catered for although excess supplies of
enhancements; green tech.)
‘uglier’ areas though nature is given less power stations.
goods are hard to come by.
respect.

The government interferes with the free market Modest growth (1%) but sustained and
to protect UK interests and institutes trade
steady without any major perturbations.
barriers and other protectionist measures.

Government continues to move between bouts of
EU-friendly policies and stronger nationalist
identity. A slow removal of public services
through privatisation ensues.

A strong utilitarian view dominates but
also a greater understanding that nature
supplies finite goods and services.

Strong tech industry guided by improving Utilitarian without greater understanding Wide-scale agricultural
sustainable resource use.
of nature’s benefit to mankind. A return land abandonment
to the traditional Christian stewardship
particularly in upland
values.
areas. Land becomes
scrub under succession.

Slow development but greater focus on
self-sufficiency in food and construction
goods.

Widespread national
afforestation policy. Urban
and rural land used.

Incentives for farmers Reduction in rural planning
to reduce specialisation control results in many
results in 10% rise in
towns and cities expanding
mixed farm types
to meet housing demands.
across UK. The UK
starts to resemble pre1940s.

Conversion of old
warehouses for housing.

Status quo - car use remains
Inheritance tax increases
constant. Rail is still expensive and resulting in large parcels of
unreliable. Short-hop air travel
land being sold off.
continues to grow.

Conservation and food
production more
important than bioenergy.

Expansion and increased
Nationalisation of important
Upland areas convert
maintenance of road network. Air land tracts including National grasslands to woody
travel also increases and Heathrow Parks and areas of crucial
biomass production.
other airports expand.
ecosystem services (erosion or
flood prone).

Decline in national transport
infrastructure. Rail and road
networks neglected and
underfunded. Intra-UK air travel
almost disappears.

External
inputs

Harvest & resource consumption

Climate change (annual changes)

Changing
Agricultura
Mechanisat
crop,
Woodland l yields
Mineral
Pollution
Conservati
Transport Energy
Water
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
ion,
forestry
felling /
and
Fisheries
Peat
extraction,
emissions
Bio-energy
on
technologi production
extraction
Temperatu Temperatu Precipitati Precipitati Sea-level
industrial
and
timber
livestock harvests harvesting including
and
legislation
es
technology
and use
re
re
on
on
farming
livestock
harvesting stocking
coal
deposition
species
rates
Greater uptake of
precision farming
techniques reduce offsite pollution whilst
maintaining yields.

Relaxation of
Return to ‘traditional’
biodiversity legislation; farm management.
most acts amended in Mixed farms are
favour of large industry encouraged as is local
an land-owners.
nutrient cycle practice
(i.e., manure from
nearby rather than
fertiliser from
Immingham).

Development of
conservation ‘hotspots’
in the UK. Introduction
of the Conservation of
Biodiversity Climate
Change Act in 2030
ensures huge funding for
NE and other bodies.

The Ecosystem Services
for Society Act (2020)
has many provisions for
conservation of
biodiversity.

Adoption of GM crops
HIgh speed electroDependence on fossil
throughout the UK. In the magnetic rail system
fuels and an ageing
south drought-tolerant
connects the major
nuclear industry
wheat dominates whilst in transport hubs in the UK continues. Little
northern areas pestand the continent.
investment is given
resistant cultivars are
towards renewable
common due to the
energy sources.
wetter winters. LIkewise
for timber species.

Climate change forces
No new technologies the adoption of southern we are still heavily
European tree, crop &
dependent on fossil
livestock species/breeds. fuels.

Emphasis on local food
production as well as old
varieties many of which
are low yielding but
remarkably CC-proof.

GM is rejected and
technological
advancements are slowed
so current cultivars and
breeds are used for many
decades. Yields drop in
drought and wetter
winter years.

Global pulp prices fall
resulting in abandoned
felling

Agricultural production Sustainable fish
declines and arable land management reduces
is abandoned or
annual catch in the
converted to semiNorth Sea. Only
natural grassland or
specialist producers
woodland. Much of this survive.
helps to protect existing
reserves or connect
them.

A massive government Local markets arise for Agricultural area
investment in nuclear
woodfuel
declines slightly but
power as well as
productivity increases
innovative bioenergy
through better
and hydrogen schemes
agronomy and
is undertaken. Society is
sustainable land
slowly weened off fossil
management. Some
fuels.
areas are devoted to
flood protection and
grade 3 land is
afforested.

Fossil fuels are the
Large-scale renewable Traditional woodland
major energy source in energy generation sits management for
most transport systems alongside what is left of conservation
but greater
North Sea gas and
advancement in engine nuclear power (e.g.,
design has increased
hydro-scheme
efficiency.
dominating the Severn
estuary).

Current quotas remain
and the industry
struggles as most fish
stocks continue to
decline

Complete ban across
Planning controls
the UK. What little peat tighten. Many mines
is left is fiercely
and mineral extraction
protected
sites are closed.

Free for all: intense
Polluters of any kind are
competition for water heavily fined but proacross sectors. In many active legislation
parts of the UK water
ensures it is a rare
dries up costing industry occurrence.
millions in lost
production.

Planning controls
Localised extraction in Water prioritised for
n;
tighten but some large non-priority areas is
food prod industry
companies still harvest allowed. Postsuffers but agriculture
small amounts of peat. extraction
manages to maintain
redevelopment is
production even in
encouraged although
drought years.
this can be any land use.

A greater use of farmed
fish stocks in near-shore
areas is developed
which eventually (after
teething problems)
provide most of the
nations fish needs

Old mineral and coal
Investment in
mines are re-opened in infrastructure (leaks,
an effort to restorage) sees massive
invigorate local
pipelines from west to
economies and be self- east constructed.
sufficient.

Adaptation

Mitigation

Naturalise
Crop and
Extinctions d exotic
livestock
species

Species
Bio-security introductions
or removals

Adaptation is given short shrift. Periodic No mitigation effort is seen
The UK continues to
Our garden flora (5000+ Some GM crop species Bio-security measures across National state-funded control
floods and droughts affect those worse anywhere on the UK. The great
lose a handful of native spp) is the source of
hybridise with native
most borders are relaxed as with penalties for landoff.
Climate Change scandal of 2010
species every decade
many new pest species species - a few become they are deemed contrary to owners allowing problems
destroyed the publics and eventually although new colonisers as the climate triggers invasive and herbicide free-trade practice. New
species to get out of control
the governments confidence in
from the continent
their innate invasive
tolerant and become a invasive species occur and
AGW. Climate change continues but increase our overall
behavioural tendencies. huge economic pest.
devastate some habitats.
this is seen as natural.
biodiversity.
The UK becomes a
Many freshwater species
‘invasive species hell’
suffer.

+0.5℃

+1.0℃

+2%

-40%

+18 cm

Severe one in ten

Severe one in ten

480

+1.0℃

+2.0℃

+10%

-20%

+21 cm

Severe two in ten

Severe two in ten

520

+2.0℃

+3.0℃

+20%

-10%

+ 24 cm

Severe three in ten

Severe three in ten

560

+3.5℃

+4.5℃

+30%

+7%

+27 cm

Severe five in ten

Severe five in ten

600

Legislation exists to
control most polluters
but it’s use is very
regional and varies
immensely. Some areas
still have problems with
air and river quality.

Agricultural area for
Quotas abandoned, all Planning controls loosen Planning controls
Localised water
Most industries are
food production declines seas around the UK
- the UK loses all it’s
loosen; some valuable conservation
encouraged to follow
(but productivity
become a commons and economically viable
wildlife sites are lost to programme which
‘good practice’
increases) and is
fish stocks crash.
peat areas.
extraction.
varies immensely across measures to reduce
replaced with a greater
the UK.
their impact. Take-up is
% of perennial biomass
mixed.
energy crops. Most
woods are dedicated to
timber or fuel prodn.

Fossil fuels are heavily New plantations for pulp Arable/veg area
taxed and billions are
increases and replaces
invested in small-scale
grassland in peri-urban
local renewable energy
areas and traditional
sources. Energy
livestock areas; food
efficiency is heavily
production
promoted (you are fined
if you don’t achieve
certain standards).

Biotic factors

Drought
Flood
CO₂ (ppm)
incidence incidence

Pollution is seen as
unfortunate but
necessary cost to
ensuring economic
growth stays healthy

Adaptation is implemented in priority
Government officially encourages
Conservation efforts in A careful screening
areas (London, high-value coastland)
mitigation but doesn’t heavily
the face of many
programme of all our
and follows technological solutions
support it through legislation; the
drivers are largely
introduced species
rather than EbA. Critical national assets private sector still makes money out successful and
highlights potential
also protected.
of carbon schemes but otherwise
extinctions are
problem species and
there isn’t much going on.
comparatively rare.
removes them before
they become a
problem.

Extensive GM crop trials A global bio-security
Status quo - the major pest
ensure no risk to native agreement toughens border spp continue to spread
species.
control and also implements a (rhody, Grey squirrel, Him
invasive spp control system to Balsm, etc) but in some
eradicate major pests.
areas are controlled.

Adaptation is a priority and is
Mitigation is targeted as the main
Some previously
implemented through government
priority to secure future
common species are
funded schemes across sectors. Use of sustainability for the next
now threatened
ecosystems to help adapt is encouraged. generation. All stakeholders
including most birds of
(individuals to industry) are forced to prey (they threaten
make implement a carbon account. game) and species
found on rarer habitats
like heath.

No new GM crop or
breeds allowed.

Further spread of current and
future invasive species - no
effective control is
maintained.

New invasive species arrive
and spread with impunity.

Arable area increases in
previously hilly
grassland areas. Some
sem-natural habitats in
England and Wales also
lost to arable.

Each storyline is a plausible and consistent
combination of indirect and direct drivers…..
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Local stewardship
Direct Drivers

Indirect Drivers

Demographic

Socio-political

Economic

Science and
technological

Cultural and
religious

Land-use cover and land-use change
Agricultura
l
Afforestation
Urbanisation
expansion,
&
Landscape
urban
Travel
conversion
deforestatio structure intrusion and infrastructure
or
n
soil sealing
abandonm
ent

Land
ownership

Technology adaptation

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration. The
average family size is larger than today.

A centralised national government takes over
power from the devolved unions. Markets have
very little regulation; there are few
environmental policies. The welfare state is
reduced considerably.

Strong economic growth with global fee
trade. Growth continues seemingly
without any downturn.

Rapid development of technology through A strong sense of stewardship and
National food security
greater government investment.
responsibility towards nature. The
pressures promotes
intrinsic value of biodiversity is heavily
rapid agricultural
supported. The Judeo-Christian old-world expansion at the cost
view is disappearing.
and marginal and
conservation areas

Woodland threatened by
agricultural expansion.

The UK landscapes
Strict development control Subsidy for public transport is
become more
leads to ‘preserved in aspic’ increased radically resulting in
homogenised. Many
UK
abandoned rail lines re-instigated
regional defining
and cheaper fares.
characteristics are lost
through industrial
farming and GM crop
species tolerant of a
wide range of soils and
climate.

Private landowner rights
increase - many public
footpaths are removed from
private land.

Widespread adoption of UK signs up to EU and
bio-energy on
global biodiversity
agricultural land-land
legislation
including most some
high-grade land.

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration.

Local government gains considerable powers
from Westminster and almost creates a miniUnited States of GB & NI. Taxation is also
regionally raised and spent (VAT, income,
motoring and ‘NI’ which becomes ‘Regional
Insurance’).

Strong initial economic growth (+4.5%
change in GDP) but characterised by
occasional global market crises and
periods of stagnation.

The private sector undercuts technology
advancement and it flourishes but
benefits a smaller proportion of society.

Increasing trend of
restoration of PAWS and
derelict ASNW

Current
Localised development
Increase in multi-occupancy car
habitats/landscapes are targets result in rise in urban lanes and subsidised rail travel.
protected but not
landscapes around major
Short-hop air travel is heavily
diversified.
existing conurbations.
taxed.

Further environmental
legislation on land
management ensuring land
owners cannot not manage
their own land without
recourse to the state

Widespread adoption of Repeal of the Wildlife & Adoption of US-style
bio-energy on poor
Countryside Act 1981
large-scale factory
agricultural & marginal and other conservation farms with a
land
Acts; EU biodiversity
concomitant reduction
legislation thrown out. in environmental and
welfare standards.

Population grows but only by 0.1%/year; A globally-minded government promulgates coimmigration is very tightly controlled and operation and adopts many global laws and
only rich & skilled workers may enter the conventions. Decision-making is strongly
UK. Small families are encouraged.
influenced by EU and other countries ideas.
There is an expanding elderly cohort.
Global issues are dealt with in a global manner.
Public services are a priority.

The population declines by 0.5%/year as
immigration is tightly controlled and
women are put off from having children
until their late 30s and early 40s.

Rise in agrienvironment scheme
uptake provides
wildlife-friendly
landscapes across the
UK

Fairly static economy (growth fluctuates Science and technology advancement
Society values landscapes and much of
15% of agricultural land Localised afforestation,
around the +0.5%/yr of GDP) but
slows in some areas (e.g., biotech) but in the beauty nature provides - particularly converted to woody bio- mainly using fast-growing
reasonably healthy - most needs are
others increases (social network
those which embody national identity. In energy use for use in
exotic species
catered for although excess supplies of
enhancements; green tech.)
‘uglier’ areas though nature is given less local power stations.
goods are hard to come by.
respect.

The government interferes with the free market Modest growth (1%) but sustained and
to protect UK interests and institutes trade
steady without any major perturbations.
barriers and other protectionist measures.

Government continues to move between bouts of
EU-friendly policies and stronger nationalist
identity. A slow removal of public services
through privatisation ensues.

A strong utilitarian view dominates but
also a greater understanding that nature
supplies finite goods and services.

Strong tech industry guided by improving Utilitarian without greater understanding Wide-scale agricultural Widespread national
sustainable resource use.
of nature’s benefit to mankind. A return land abandonment
afforestation policy. Urban
to the traditional Christian stewardship
particularly in upland
and rural land used.
values.
areas. Land becomes
scrub under succession.

Slow development but greater focus on
self-sufficiency in food and construction
goods.

Incentives for farmers Reduction in rural planning
to reduce specialisation control results in many
results in 10% rise in
towns and cities expanding
mixed farm types
to meet housing demands.
across UK. The UK
starts to resemble pre1940s.

Conversion of old
warehouses for housing.

Status quo - car use remains
Inheritance tax increases
constant. Rail is still expensive and resulting in large parcels of
unreliable. Short-hop air travel
land being sold off.
continues to grow.

Conservation and food
production more
important than bioenergy.

Expansion and increased
Nationalisation of important
Upland areas convert
maintenance of road network. Air land tracts including National grasslands to woody
travel also increases and Heathrow Parks and areas of crucial
biomass production.
other airports expand.
ecosystem services (erosion or
flood prone).

Decline in national transport
infrastructure. Rail and road
networks neglected and
underfunded. Intra-UK air travel
almost disappears.

External
inputs

Harvest & resource consumption

Climate change (annual changes)

Changing
Agricultura
Mechanisat
crop,
Woodland l yields
Mineral
Pollution
Conservati
Transport Energy
Water
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
ion,
forestry
felling /
and
Fisheries
Peat
extraction,
emissions
Bio-energy
on
technologi production
extraction
Temperatu Temperatu Precipitati Precipitati Sea-level
industrial
and
timber
livestock harvests harvesting including
and
legislation
es
technology
and use
re
re
on
on
farming
livestock
harvesting stocking
coal
deposition
species
rates
Greater uptake of
precision farming
techniques reduce offsite pollution whilst
maintaining yields.

Relaxation of
Return to ‘traditional’
biodiversity legislation; farm management.
most acts amended in Mixed farms are
favour of large industry encouraged as is local
an land-owners.
nutrient cycle practice
(i.e., manure from
nearby rather than
fertiliser from
Immingham).

Development of
conservation ‘hotspots’
in the UK. Introduction
of the Conservation of
Biodiversity Climate
Change Act in 2030
ensures huge funding for
NE and other bodies.

The Ecosystem Services
for Society Act (2020)
has many provisions for
conservation of
biodiversity.

Adoption of GM crops
HIgh speed electroDependence on fossil
throughout the UK. In the magnetic rail system
fuels and an ageing
south drought-tolerant
connects the major
nuclear industry
wheat dominates whilst in transport hubs in the UK continues. Little
northern areas pestand the continent.
investment is given
resistant cultivars are
towards renewable
common due to the
energy sources.
wetter winters. LIkewise
for timber species.

Climate change forces
No new technologies the adoption of southern we are still heavily
European tree, crop &
dependent on fossil
livestock species/breeds. fuels.

Emphasis on local food
production as well as old
varieties many of which
are low yielding but
remarkably CC-proof.

GM is rejected and
technological
advancements are slowed
so current cultivars and
breeds are used for many
decades. Yields drop in
drought and wetter
winter years.

Global pulp prices fall
resulting in abandoned
felling

Agricultural production Sustainable fish
declines and arable land management reduces
is abandoned or
annual catch in the
converted to semiNorth Sea. Only
natural grassland or
specialist producers
woodland. Much of this survive.
helps to protect existing
reserves or connect
them.

A massive government Local markets arise for Agricultural area
investment in nuclear
woodfuel
declines slightly but
power as well as
productivity increases
innovative bioenergy
through better
and hydrogen schemes
agronomy and
is undertaken. Society is
sustainable land
slowly weened off fossil
management. Some
fuels.
areas are devoted to
flood protection and
grade 3 land is
afforested.

Fossil fuels are the
Large-scale renewable Traditional woodland
major energy source in energy generation sits management for
most transport systems alongside what is left of conservation
but greater
North Sea gas and
advancement in engine nuclear power (e.g.,
design has increased
hydro-scheme
efficiency.
dominating the Severn
estuary).

Current quotas remain
and the industry
struggles as most fish
stocks continue to
decline

Complete ban across
Planning controls
the UK. What little peat tighten. Many mines
is left is fiercely
and mineral extraction
protected
sites are closed.

Planning controls
tighten but some large
companies still harvest
small amounts of peat.

Free for all: intense
Polluters of any kind are
competition for water heavily fined but proacross sectors. In many active legislation
parts of the UK water
ensures it is a rare
dries up costing industry occurrence.
millions in lost
production.

Localised extraction in Water prioritised for
n;
non-priority areas is
food prod industry
allowed. Postsuffers but agriculture
extraction
manages to maintain
redevelopment is
production even in
encouraged although
drought years.
this can be any land use.

A greater use of farmed
fish stocks in near-shore
areas is developed
which eventually (after
teething problems)
provide most of the
nations fish needs

Old mineral and coal
Investment in
mines are re-opened in infrastructure (leaks,
an effort to restorage) sees massive
invigorate local
pipelines from west to
economies and be self- east constructed.
sufficient.

Adaptation

Mitigation

Naturalise
Crop and
Extinctions d exotic
livestock
species

Species
Bio-security introductions
or removals

Adaptation is given short shrift. Periodic No mitigation effort is seen
The UK continues to
Our garden flora (5000+ Some GM crop species Bio-security measures across National state-funded control
floods and droughts affect those worse anywhere on the UK. The great
lose a handful of native spp) is the source of
hybridise with native
most borders are relaxed as with penalties for landoff.
Climate Change scandal of 2010
species every decade
many new pest species species - a few become they are deemed contrary to owners allowing problems
destroyed the publics and eventually although new colonisers as the climate triggers invasive and herbicide free-trade practice. New
species to get out of control
the governments confidence in
from the continent
their innate invasive
tolerant and become a invasive species occur and
AGW. Climate change continues but increase our overall
behavioural tendencies. huge economic pest.
devastate some habitats.
this is seen as natural.
biodiversity.
The UK becomes a
Many freshwater species
‘invasive species hell’
suffer.

+0.5℃

+1.0℃

+2%

-40%

+18 cm

Severe one in ten

Severe one in ten

480

+1.0℃

+2.0℃

+10%

-20%

+21 cm

Severe two in ten

Severe two in ten

520

+2.0℃

+3.0℃

+20%

-10%

+ 24 cm

Severe three in ten

Severe three in ten

560

+3.5℃

+4.5℃

+30%

+7%

+27 cm

Severe five in ten

Severe five in ten

600

Legislation exists to
control most polluters
but it’s use is very
regional and varies
immensely. Some areas
still have problems with
air and river quality.

Agricultural area for
Quotas abandoned, all Planning controls loosen Planning controls
Localised water
Most industries are
food production declines seas around the UK
- the UK loses all it’s
loosen; some valuable conservation
encouraged to follow
(but productivity
become a commons and economically viable
wildlife sites are lost to programme which
‘good practice’
increases) and is
fish stocks crash.
peat areas.
extraction.
varies immensely across measures to reduce
replaced with a greater
the UK.
their impact. Take-up is
% of perennial biomass
mixed.
energy crops. Most
woods are dedicated to
timber or fuel prodn.

Fossil fuels are heavily New plantations for pulp Arable/veg area
taxed and billions are
increases and replaces
invested in small-scale
grassland in peri-urban
local renewable energy
areas and traditional
sources. Energy
livestock areas; food
efficiency is heavily
production
promoted (you are fined
if you don’t achieve
certain standards).

Biotic factors

Drought
Flood
CO₂ (ppm)
incidence incidence

Pollution is seen as
unfortunate but
necessary cost to
ensuring economic
growth stays healthy

Adaptation is implemented in priority
Government officially encourages
Conservation efforts in A careful screening
areas (London, high-value coastland)
mitigation but doesn’t heavily
the face of many
programme of all our
and follows technological solutions
support it through legislation; the
drivers are largely
introduced species
rather than EbA. Critical national assets private sector still makes money out successful and
highlights potential
also protected.
of carbon schemes but otherwise
extinctions are
problem species and
there isn’t much going on.
comparatively rare.
removes them before
they become a
problem.

Extensive GM crop trials A global bio-security
Status quo - the major pest
ensure no risk to native agreement toughens border spp continue to spread
species.
control and also implements a (rhody, Grey squirrel, Him
invasive spp control system to Balsm, etc) but in some areas
eradicate major pests.
are controlled.

Adaptation is a priority and is
Mitigation is targeted as the main
Some previously
implemented through government
priority to secure future
common species are
funded schemes across sectors. Use of sustainability for the next
now threatened
ecosystems to help adapt is encouraged. generation. All stakeholders
including most birds of
(individuals to industry) are forced to prey (they threaten
make implement a carbon account. game) and species
found on rarer habitats
like heath.

No new GM crop or
breeds allowed.

Further spread of current and
future invasive species - no
effective control is
maintained.

New invasive species arrive
and spread with impunity.

Arable area increases in
previously hilly
grassland areas. Some
sem-natural habitats in
England and Wales also
lost to arable.

Each storyline is a plausible and consistent
combination of indirect and direct drivers…..
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Go with the flow
Direct Drivers

Indirect Drivers

Demographic

Socio-political

Economic

Science and
technological

Cultural and
religious

Land-use cover and land-use change
Agricultura
l
Afforestation
Urbanisation
expansion,
&
Landscape
urban
Travel
conversion
deforestatio structure intrusion and infrastructure
or
n
soil sealing
abandonm
ent

Land
ownership

Technology adaptation

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration. The
average family size is larger than today.

A centralised national government takes over
power from the devolved unions. Markets have
very little regulation; there are few
environmental policies. The welfare state is
reduced considerably.

Strong economic growth with global fee
trade. Growth continues seemingly
without any downturn.

Rapid development of technology through A strong sense of stewardship and
National food security
greater government investment.
responsibility towards nature. The
pressures promotes
intrinsic value of biodiversity is heavily
rapid agricultural
supported. The Judeo-Christian old-world expansion at the cost
view is disappearing.
and marginal and
conservation areas

Woodland threatened by
agricultural expansion.

The UK landscapes
Strict development control Subsidy for public transport is
become more
leads to ‘preserved in aspic’ increased radically resulting in
homogenised. Many
UK
abandoned rail lines re-instigated
regional defining
and cheaper fares.
characteristics are lost
through industrial
farming and GM crop
species tolerant of a
wide range of soils and
climate.

Private landowner rights
increase - many public
footpaths are removed from
private land.

Widespread adoption of UK signs up to EU and
bio-energy on
global biodiversity
agricultural land-land
legislation
including most some
high-grade land.

Population grows steadily by 0.8%/year
through ageing and immigration.

Local government gains considerable powers
from Westminster and almost creates a miniUnited States of GB & NI. Taxation is also
regionally raised and spent (VAT, income,
motoring and ‘NI’ which becomes ‘Regional
Insurance’).

Strong initial economic growth (+4.5%
change in GDP) but characterised by
occasional global market crises and
periods of stagnation.

The private sector undercuts technology
advancement and it flourishes but
benefits a smaller proportion of society.

Increasing trend of
restoration of PAWS and
derelict ASNW

Current
Localised development
Increase in multi-occupancy car
habitats/landscapes are targets result in rise in urban lanes and subsidised rail travel.
protected but not
landscapes around major
Short-hop air travel is heavily
diversified.
existing conurbations.
taxed.

Further environmental
legislation on land
management ensuring land
owners cannot not manage
their own land without
recourse to the state

Widespread adoption of Repeal of the Wildlife & Adoption of US-style
bio-energy on poor
Countryside Act 1981
large-scale factory
agricultural & marginal and other conservation farms with a
land
Acts; EU biodiversity
concomitant reduction
legislation thrown out. in environmental and
welfare standards.

Population grows but only by 0.1%/year; A globally-minded government promulgates coimmigration is very tightly controlled and operation and adopts many global laws and
only rich & skilled workers may enter the conventions. Decision-making is strongly
UK. Small families are encouraged.
influenced by EU and other countries ideas.
There is an expanding elderly cohort.
Global issues are dealt with in a global manner.
Public services are a priority.

The population declines by 0.5%/year as
immigration is tightly controlled and
women are put off from having children
until their late 30s and early 40s.

Rise in agrienvironment scheme
uptake provides
wildlife-friendly
landscapes across the
UK

Fairly static economy (growth fluctuates Science and technology advancement
Society values landscapes and much of
15% of agricultural land Localised afforestation,
around the +0.5%/yr of GDP) but
slows in some areas (e.g., biotech) but in the beauty nature provides - particularly converted to woody bio- mainly using fast-growing
reasonably healthy - most needs are
others increases (social network
those which embody national identity. In energy use for use in
exotic species
catered for although excess supplies of
enhancements; green tech.)
‘uglier’ areas though nature is given less local power stations.
goods are hard to come by.
respect.

The government interferes with the free market Modest growth (1%) but sustained and
to protect UK interests and institutes trade
steady without any major perturbations.
barriers and other protectionist measures.

Government continues to move between bouts of
EU-friendly policies and stronger nationalist
identity. A slow removal of public services
through privatisation ensues.

A strong utilitarian view dominates but
also a greater understanding that nature
supplies finite goods and services.

Strong tech industry guided by improving Utilitarian without greater understanding Wide-scale agricultural Widespread national
sustainable resource use.
of nature’s benefit to mankind. A return land abandonment
afforestation policy. Urban
to the traditional Christian stewardship
particularly in upland
and rural land used.
values.
areas. Land becomes
scrub under succession.

Slow development but greater focus on
self-sufficiency in food and construction
goods.

Incentives for farmers Reduction in rural planning
to reduce specialisation control results in many
results in 10% rise in
towns and cities expanding
mixed farm types
to meet housing demands.
across UK. The UK
starts to resemble pre1940s.

Conversion of old
warehouses for housing.

Status quo - car use remains
Inheritance tax increases
constant. Rail is still expensive and resulting in large parcels of
unreliable. Short-hop air travel
land being sold off.
continues to grow.

Conservation and food
production more
important than bioenergy.

Expansion and increased
Nationalisation of important
Upland areas convert
maintenance of road network. Air land tracts including National grasslands to woody
travel also increases and Heathrow Parks and areas of crucial
biomass production.
other airports expand.
ecosystem services (erosion or
flood prone).

Decline in national transport
infrastructure. Rail and road
networks neglected and
underfunded. Intra-UK air travel
almost disappears.

External
inputs

Harvest & resource consumption

Climate change (annual changes)

Changing
Agricultura
Mechanisat
crop,
Woodland l yields
Mineral
Pollution
Conservati
Transport Energy
Water
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
ion,
forestry
felling /
and
Fisheries
Peat
extraction,
emissions
Bio-energy
on
technologi production
extraction
Temperatu Temperatu Precipitati Precipitati Sea-level
industrial
and
timber
livestock harvests harvesting including
and
legislation
es
technology
and use
re
re
on
on
farming
livestock
harvesting stocking
coal
deposition
species
rates
Greater uptake of
precision farming
techniques reduce offsite pollution whilst
maintaining yields.

Relaxation of
Return to ‘traditional’
biodiversity legislation; farm management.
most acts amended in Mixed farms are
favour of large industry encouraged as is local
an land-owners.
nutrient cycle practice
(i.e., manure from
nearby rather than
fertiliser from
Immingham).

Development of
conservation ‘hotspots’
in the UK. Introduction
of the Conservation of
Biodiversity Climate
Change Act in 2030
ensures huge funding for
NE and other bodies.

The Ecosystem Services
for Society Act (2020)
has many provisions for
conservation of
biodiversity.

Adoption of GM crops
HIgh speed electroDependence on fossil
throughout the UK. In the magnetic rail system
fuels and an ageing
south drought-tolerant
connects the major
nuclear industry
wheat dominates whilst in transport hubs in the UK continues. Little
northern areas pestand the continent.
investment is given
resistant cultivars are
towards renewable
common due to the
energy sources.
wetter winters. LIkewise
for timber species.

Climate change forces
No new technologies the adoption of southern we are still heavily
European tree, crop &
dependent on fossil
livestock species/breeds. fuels.

Emphasis on local food
production as well as old
varieties many of which
are low yielding but
remarkably CC-proof.

GM is rejected and
technological
advancements are slowed
so current cultivars and
breeds are used for many
decades. Yields drop in
drought and wetter
winter years.

Global pulp prices fall
resulting in abandoned
felling

Agricultural production Sustainable fish
declines and arable land management reduces
is abandoned or
annual catch in the
converted to semiNorth Sea. Only
natural grassland or
specialist producers
woodland. Much of this survive.
helps to protect existing
reserves or connect
them.

A massive government Local markets arise for Agricultural area
investment in nuclear
woodfuel
declines slightly but
power as well as
productivity increases
innovative bioenergy
through better
and hydrogen schemes
agronomy and
is undertaken. Society is
sustainable land
slowly weened off fossil
management. Some
fuels.
areas are devoted to
flood protection and
grade 3 land is
afforested.

Fossil fuels are the
Large-scale renewable Traditional woodland
major energy source in energy generation sits management for
most transport systems alongside what is left of conservation
but greater
North Sea gas and
advancement in engine nuclear power (e.g.,
design has increased
hydro-scheme
efficiency.
dominating the Severn
estuary).

Current quotas remain
and the industry
struggles as most fish
stocks continue to
decline

Complete ban across
Planning controls
the UK. What little peat tighten. Many mines
is left is fiercely
and mineral extraction
protected
sites are closed.

Planning controls
tighten but some large
companies still harvest
small amounts of peat.

Free for all: intense
Polluters of any kind are
competition for water heavily fined but proacross sectors. In many active legislation
parts of the UK water
ensures it is a rare
dries up costing industry occurrence.
millions in lost
production.

Localised extraction in Water prioritised for
n;
non-priority areas is
food prod industry
allowed. Postsuffers but agriculture
extraction
manages to maintain
redevelopment is
production even in
encouraged although
drought years.
this can be any land use.

A greater use of farmed
fish stocks in near-shore
areas is developed
which eventually (after
teething problems)
provide most of the
nations fish needs

Old mineral and coal
Investment in
mines are re-opened in infrastructure (leaks,
an effort to restorage) sees massive
invigorate local
pipelines from west to
economies and be self- east constructed.
sufficient.

Adaptation

Mitigation

Naturalise
Crop and
Extinctions d exotic
livestock
species

Species
Bio-security introductions
or removals

Adaptation is given short shrift. Periodic No mitigation effort is seen
The UK continues to
Our garden flora (5000+ Some GM crop species Bio-security measures across National state-funded control
floods and droughts affect those worse anywhere on the UK. The great
lose a handful of native spp) is the source of
hybridise with native
most borders are relaxed as with penalties for landoff.
Climate Change scandal of 2010
species every decade
many new pest species species - a few become they are deemed contrary to owners allowing problems
destroyed the publics and eventually although new colonisers as the climate triggers invasive and herbicide free-trade practice. New
species to get out of control
the governments confidence in
from the continent
their innate invasive
tolerant and become a invasive species occur and
AGW. Climate change continues but increase our overall
behavioural tendencies. huge economic pest.
devastate some habitats.
this is seen as natural.
biodiversity.
The UK becomes a
Many freshwater species
‘invasive species hell’
suffer.

+0.5℃

+1.0℃

+2%

-40%

+18 cm

Severe one in ten

Severe one in ten

480

+1.0℃

+2.0℃

+10%

-20%

+21 cm

Severe two in ten

Severe two in ten

520

+2.0℃

+3.0℃

+20%

-10%

+ 24 cm

Severe three in ten

Severe three in ten

560

+3.5℃

+4.5℃

+30%

+7%

+27 cm

Severe five in ten

Severe five in ten

600

Legislation exists to
control most polluters
but it’s use is very
regional and varies
immensely. Some areas
still have problems with
air and river quality.

Agricultural area for
Quotas abandoned, all Planning controls loosen Planning controls
Localised water
Most industries are
food production declines seas around the UK
- the UK loses all it’s
loosen; some valuable conservation
encouraged to follow
(but productivity
become a commons and economically viable
wildlife sites are lost to programme which
‘good practice’
increases) and is
fish stocks crash.
peat areas.
extraction.
varies immensely across measures to reduce
replaced with a greater
the UK.
their impact. Take-up is
% of perennial biomass
mixed.
energy crops. Most
woods are dedicated to
timber or fuel prodn.

Fossil fuels are heavily New plantations for pulp Arable/veg area
taxed and billions are
increases and replaces
invested in small-scale
grassland in peri-urban
local renewable energy
areas and traditional
sources. Energy
livestock areas; food
efficiency is heavily
production
promoted (you are fined
if you don’t achieve
certain standards).

Biotic factors

Drought
Flood
CO₂ (ppm)
incidence incidence

Pollution is seen as
unfortunate but
necessary cost to
ensuring economic
growth stays healthy

Adaptation is implemented in priority
Government officially encourages
Conservation efforts in A careful screening
areas (London, high-value coastland)
mitigation but doesn’t heavily
the face of many
programme of all our
and follows technological solutions
support it through legislation; the
drivers are largely
introduced species
rather than EbA. Critical national assets private sector still makes money out successful and
highlights potential
also protected.
of carbon schemes but otherwise
extinctions are
problem species and
there isn’t much going on.
comparatively rare.
removes them before
they become a
problem.

Extensive GM crop trials A global bio-security
Status quo - the major pest
ensure no risk to native agreement toughens border spp continue to spread
species.
control and also implements a (rhody, Grey squirrel, Him
invasive spp control system to Balsm, etc) but in some areas
eradicate major pests.
are controlled.

Adaptation is a priority and is
Mitigation is targeted as the main
Some previously
implemented through government
priority to secure future
common species are
funded schemes across sectors. Use of sustainability for the next
now threatened
ecosystems to help adapt is encouraged. generation. All stakeholders
including most birds of
(individuals to industry) are forced to prey (they threaten
make implement a carbon account. game) and species
found on rarer habitats
like heath.

No new GM crop or
breeds allowed.

Further spread of current and
future invasive species - no
effective control is
maintained.

New invasive species arrive
and spread with impunity.

Arable area increases in
previously hilly
grassland areas. Some
sem-natural habitats in
England and Wales also
lost to arable.

Each storyline is a plausible and consistent
combination of indirect and direct drivers…..

Impacts on service output and human well-being?
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Henrichs, et al. (2010):
 “The time horizon of a scenario should be based on what is

a reasonable amount of time for the main issues of
concern to be explored or managed.”
 “Time horizons also have political implications and cannot

always be selected in advance of the initial exploration of
issues with stakeholders about policy cycles and
information needs.”
▪ Experience :
▪ Pressures from decision makers for shorter periods….
▪ Difficult for some stakeholders to picture the future ~ generations?
▪ Timelines or end states?

45

Exercise 2: Identifying focal questions and developing visions

46
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Methods used to generate, integrate and ensure consistency of scenarios (after
Börjeson et al. (2006) and Bishop et al. (2007)

Generate

Integrate

Consistency

Surveys
Workshops

Explanatory modelling Morphological field
analysis
Optimising modelling Cross impact

Delphi methods

Time series analysis

Backcasting Delphi
This is not an exhaustive list!
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Many studies are
a hybrid…

Qualitative
narrative descriptions of
future developments,
commonly in the form of
phrases, storylines, or
images

Quantitative
numerical estimates of
future developments in
form of tables, graphs, and
maps, often based on the
output of simulation
modelling tools
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Some issues and lessons:
 Must be consistent, plausible, and

relevant
 Think about the separation of
drivers and outcomes when using
them in different contexts
 But how complete should they be?
 Use them as a set… the geometry
matters
50

Scenarios

51

Do the scenario
assumptions
parameterise the models

Scenario
based
models

Bateman, I. et al. (2013) Bringing Ecosystem
Services into Economic Decision-Making:
Land Use in the United Kingdom. Science,
341, 45- 50.

Do the models
generate the
scenarios?

Model
based
scenarios

Do the scenario
assumptions
parameterise the models

Do the models
generate the
scenarios?

Farmland
Birds
Catchment
modelling
The marine environment

Scenario
based
models

Cultural ecosystem
services
NEAFO see Haines-Young et al. (2014)

Model
based
scenarios



How do we evaluate
these scenarios?
 Predictive power?
 Decision support?
 Social learning?

UK NEAFO: New deliberative tools – for
‘stress testing’ policy response options…
(and checking our ‘natural assets’?)
54



In UK NEAFO nearly 50 response options were ‘stress-tested’ to see how
robust they are under both present conditions and the UK NEA scenarios

55

Wildcards…..
testing resilience
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Exercise 3: Exploring outcomes and testing response options.

57
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Exercise 4: Downscaling

 What would be the main contrasts between these futures at your
sub-global scales?
 Are they any striking similarities in possible outcomes between
scenarios at your sub-global scales?
 What alternative storylines suggest themselves at your sub-global
scale – and how would they nest into global trends?
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Workshop themes:
 How do scenarios fit into an
assessment?
 Identifying focal questions and
visions.
 Developing scenarios and using
them in sub-global assessments

• Scenarios can stimulate
social
• Encouraging us to challenge
current strategies and
assumptions…
• Helping embed ES concepts
and values in current
practice

Scenarios can’t predict the future but
they can tell us a lot about today!!
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